Digital Data Projector/MAC Laptop Setup

Step 1: Unpack the Digital Data Projector (DDP), DDP power cord, and VGA cable from the DDP bag.

Step 2: Unpack the MAC Laptop, power cord, and Ethernet cable from the MAC Laptop bag.

Step 3: Plug in DDP power cord into the back of the DDP.
Step 4: Plug in one end of the VGA cable into Input 1 on the back of the DDP.
Step 5: Plug in MAC power cord into the side of the MAC Laptop.

Step 6: Plug in DVI to VGA connector into the side of the MAC Laptop.
Step 7: Plug in other end of VGA cable into VGA input on the DVI to VGA connector.

Step 8: Plug Ethernet cable into the side of the MAC Laptop.
When setup is complete, it should look like the following.

Step 9: Plug yellow end of Ethernet cable labeled “IU Wall” into bottom (normally yellow) Ethernet jack.

Step 10: Turn on DDP.

Step 11: Turn on MAC Laptop.

Step 12: Log in using your IU username and password.